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FADE IN 

We see different part's of a rundown city buildings on fire 
abandon military vehicles around the city dead bodies all 
over the place as BRANDON walks towards the white house front 
door wearing a black mask with the right eye blacked out he 
enters the white house. 

EXT. CORNER STORE. DAY 

BRANDON 23 a young African American man dressed pretty decent 
with black holes for eyes and a cold tall demeanor walks out 
of a corner store. 

EXT. ALLY- CONTD 

Brandon walks down an ally towards a apartment complex 
playing music from his phone waking a homeless man. 

BRANDON 
(mumbling) 

They don't, they don't know 

HOMELESS MAN 
Shut the fuck up you don't see people 
trying to sleep. 

BRANDON 
Calm yo bum ass down. 

Brandon flashes a pistol. 

The homeless man looks at the pistol 

HOMELESS MAN 
I ain't scared of no damn gun. That's 
what's wrong with you motherfuckers 
today. 

Lays back down. 

BRANDON 
I keep telling you unc stop tripping 
all the time. 

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX- CONTD 

Brandon makes his way to the the apartment complex and bangs 
on apartment #1 door. An older woman answers the door the 
older woman is MS.JOHNSON. 
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MS.JOHNSON 
What you want? 

BRANDON 
Hi Ms.Johnson is Zay home? 

MS.JOHNSON 
You know that boy never home. I think 
he around the back some where. 

BRANDON 
Thank you Ms.Johnson 

Brandon takes off to the back of the parking lot. 

Brandon see's ZAY 22, SHOD 20,and DONTAE 23 sitting on crates 
smoking and listening to rap music. Brandon sneaks up on them 
and pulls his gun out to scare them. 

BRANDON 
Run all that shit! 

Surprised Zay a rough looking guy pulls out a gun and 
realizes it's Brandon. 

ZAY 
Damn bro why you always playing? I 
almost shot yo ass, then it wouldn't 
have been funny. 

Laughing Shod seems not to be too fazed. 

SHOD 
You almost pissed yo pants Zay. 

ZAY 
Shut up yo. 

Brandon daps up all the guys. 

BRANDON 
Just making sure ya'll stay on point. 
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DONTAE 
We always on point. 

Brandon takes a crate and sits next to Zay. 

BRANDON 
Whats good ya'll boys? Whats the move 
for tonight. 

ZAY 
Remember dude that's been buying hella 
weed and coke I was telling you about? 

BRANDON 
Yea? I thought you said he was 9? 

ZAY 
Nah he not... he invited us to his 
crib to chill and smoke and shit. 

SHOD 
We gone rob that boy. 

ZAY 
Damn ain't nobody ask you?... we gone 
up that boy... want in? 

BRANDON 
Hell yeah I'm down. 

ZAY 
Bet. 

Dontae finishes rolling a blunt. And sparks its. 

BRANDON 
How we doing it though? 

ZAY 
Yeah after all of us get in we should 
just ups on him he probably gonna be 
suspicious anyways cause I told him I 
was only bringing one person. 

SHOD 
Wait so is he gone let us in? 

ZAY 
Yess he will he a cornball. 
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SHOD 
Damn I'm asking a question 

DONTAE 
Stupid ones. 

SHOD 
Fuck y'all 

The guys laugh at Shod. 

EXT. SMALL HOUSE. NIGHT 

Brandon and his friends walk up too rustic looking house. Zay 
knocks on the door and KEVIN answers looking a little strung 
out Kevin is a older Black gentlemen with a pepper n salt 
bread he sees the four boys and becomes very cautions about 
letting them all in. 

KEVIN 
What the fuck Zay who are all these 
people? I thought you said it was two 
of ya'll. 

ZAY 
They good trust me bro. 

KEVIN 
If any of you motherfuckers take 
anything. I'am kill you Zay. 

Kevin lets the guys in looking all of them up and down. 

Kevin stops Brandon at the door. 
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KEVIN 
You look like death my man, you here 
that alot? 

BRANDON 
Nah. 

KEVIN 
How many people you killed? 

Brandon stares at Kevin with emotionless eyes 

Kevin moves his arm from the door. 

KEVIN 
Motherfuckin Grim reaper. Come in. 

BRANDON 
You buggin. 

INT. KEVIN HOUSE. NIGHT 

Inside Kevin's living room is just two old couches with a 
flat screen mounted on the wall. A man sit's motionless on 
the couch with two women sitting next to him and a bunch of 
coke spread out on table wasting no time the guys pull out 
their guns, Brandon points the gun at the motionless man. 

KEVIN 
What the fuck!! I knew it!!!Goddamn it 
can't trust you niggas for shit. 

Zay points the gun at Kevin's head. 

ZAY 
All I want to know is where all the 
cash and drugs you been sitting on at? 

KEVIN 
Look this is not something you 
motherfuckers want to do. 

The man wakes up to Brandon pointing a gun at him he reaches 
for his gun but Brandon shoots him in the head before he can 
pull it out. 

KEVIN 
Holy shit..... 
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SHOD 
Damn B why you shot him? 

KEVIN 
(Shouthing) 

Shit, Shit, Shit you.... you shot him. 

ZAY 
Where the bread at? ya'll boys go 
check the rooms. 

KEVIN 
Aw man you guys are gonna regret this 
shit! 

Shod and Dontae go to check the other rooms. 

Kevin start's to pace the room. 

BRANDON 
Why you tripping? Who the fuck was he 

KEVIN 
(Laughing) 

That was a motherfucking terrorist 

ZAY 
A terrorist? 

Brandon now pointing his gun at Kevin. 

BRANDON 
What do you mean a terrorist? 

KEVIN 
Holy shit you both stupid. 

ZAY 
Call me stupid one more time 
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KEVIN 
Go head shoot me we all dead anyways. 
Your homie just killed the son of the 
most dangerous terrorist group on this 
planet. 

ZAY 
We can just get rid of the body then. 

KEVIN 
And how does that help me? 

BRANDON 
Why is there a terrorist in the hood? 

KEVIN 
I think you mean America. Why else 
would he be in America getting fucked 
up out of his mind. And his buddies 
should be back soon.... 

Three men walk through the door noticing that their friend is 
shot a shoot out begins. In a intense shootout kevin 
recognizes Brandon might be more than just an ordinary 
person. 

INT. BRANDON HOUSE- MOURNING 

Brandon receives a call from a unknown number waking him from 
his sleep. 

BRANDON 
Hello 

CUT TO Kevin outside Brandon house- 

KEVIN 
Hey dip shit you home? 

Cut back to Brandon- 

BRANDON 
Who is this? 

CUT TO- 
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KEVIN 
Your daddy motherfucker...... I'm just 
playing its Kevin from last night come 
outside we gotta talk. 

CUT BACK TO- 

BRANDON 
How'd you get my address and my number 
bitch? And what we got to talk about? 

KEVIN 
I can't say that over the phone 
youknow this already just come out its 
life or death for you and me. 

BRANDON 
(Breathes heavily) 

What? ight man I'm coming. 

KEVIN 
Aw you the man. 

EXT. OUTSIDE BRANDON HOUSE- MOURINING 

Kevin and Brandon sit outside as Kevin begins to tell Brandon 
the truth about who he shot and request that Brandon finishes 
the job. 

KEVIN 
Hey look who it is the grim reaper. 

BRANDON 
What do you want? 

KEVIN 
You do know you killed multiple people 
last night. 

BRANDON 
What you gone snitch on me? 

KEVIN 
No no no I know how you people feel 
about snitches... I follow the 
shaderoom I know who 69 is. 

BRANDON 
So why you here? 
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KEVIN 
See the problem is the people you and 
your friends so happily killed was 
very important to my bosses and to 
some other folks and they want me to 
take care of this horrible situation. 

BRANDON 
Those Terrorist? 

KEVIN 
Terrorist is a strong word more like 
diplomats from a far away country. 

BRANDON 
Fam I honestly don't have time for 
this why you at my house? I'm not gone 
ask you again. 

KEVIN 
Man you better be lucky I like you. I 
put in a good word with the bosses, I 
saw what you did last night and that 
shit wasn't normal nah it wasn't 
human. 

BRANDON 
I protected myself thats it but I'm 
gonna go back inside. I can smell 
police all over you. 

KEVIN 
Ha I love it your the best my lil grim 
reaper. I know all about the giants 
program you don't have to hide that 
shit with me. My bosses and I need you 
to finish that annoying ass group off. 
The rest of them work at the grocery 
store in the neighborhood. 

BRANDON 
Grocery store? Not Toms right? 

KEVIN 
Bingo Toms grocery you killed that old 
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mans son. 

BRANDON 
I fuck with Tom's and his family 
they're not terrorist. And homie I 
shot last night wasn't Tom's son I 
know all 3 of them. 

KEVIN 
Ugh I thought you were way less 
thoughtful then this. That whole 
family our what you like to call 
terrorist and at this very moment 
they're planning on getting your hood 
back by attacking the elementary 
school down the block from them. 

BRANDON 
What? Bro shit sounds fake as fuck 

KEVIN 
Well its not look 

Kevin shows brandon his phone with a messsage from the owner 
of tom's grocery. The messages says if you dont find who 
killed my son I will kill every little boy in the school down 
the block from me. 

BRANDON 
Bet Ill do it. 

KEVIN 
Are you gonna use those freaky ass 
powers of yours? 

BRANDON 
What powers? 

KEVIN 
True I respect that. Here I'll text 
you. 

Kevin hands Brandon a cell phone- 
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BRANDON 
How many people? 

KEVIN 
We don't know the exact amount but its 
around 10 maybe 15. 

BRANDON 
Ok just text me. 

KEVIN 
Hmm alright then talk to you soon. 

Kevin hops in his car as Brandon watches him pull off. 

INT. HOSPICE - AFTERNOON 

Brandon visits the hospital where his mom is staying. 

RECEPTIONIST 
Hey B how you been? 

BRANDON 
I'm good.. How you been? 

RECEPTIONIST 
I been doing the same thing since the 
last time you seen me so same. I think 
she's finishing a check up. Its 
probably gonna be about 10 minutes. 

BRANDON 
Cool thanks. 

Cut to Brandon walking into his moms room. 

BRANDON 
Hey ma 

BRANDON MOM 
Oh hey baby I didn't know you were 
coming by today. 

BRANDON 
Yeah I missed you so I wanted to stop 
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by .. how you feeling? 

BRANDON MOM 
I'm at peace baby nothing gets me too 
up or too down. How you feeling? 

BRANDON 
I'm good ma 

BRANDON MOM 
Did you clean out the garage like I 
told you too? 

BRANDON 
Yes ma I took care of it. 

BRANDON MOM 
Good I was worried about it you won't 
be able to bring any girls over with 
it being dirty and full of stuff. 

BRANDON 
Is that what your worried about? 

BRANDON MOM 
Yes boy... thats what I'm worried 
about. 

BRANDON 
I don't mom. 

BRANDON MOM 
I'm worried about you when I'm gone 
your gonna be alone. I know what 
loneliness can do to a person. You 
need to do something with yourself. 
Please don't fall back into the 
streets baby. 

BRANDON 
I'll be fine ma. 

BRANDON MOM 

(COUGHING) 
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BRANDON 
You ok? 

BRANDON MOM 
I'm fine just a itchy throat 

BRANDON 
What are the doctors saying? 

BRANDON MOM 
mhmm my head hurts can you rub it? 

BRANDON 
Mom?....... 

Brandon starts to rub his moms head. 

INT, COFFEE SHOP- 

Kevin meets up with a women KORI from afar she looks as 
gorgeous as she does up close with an athletic build and a 
very strong presence her and Kevin go back and forth about 
the mess he created and his solution for it. 

Kori walk into the coffee shop looking a bit agitated she 
finds Kevin siting by himself. 

KORI 
What do you want? please don't waste 
my time. 

KEVIN 
I love you too. 

KORI 
I knew this was b.s. 

Kori gets up to leave- 

KEVIN 
Wait, wait he's gonna do it. 

Kori sits back down- 

KORI 
You were able to convince him to do it 
how? 
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KEVIN 
What you mean how? I'm the 
motherfucking man and I got a feeling 
about that kid. 

KORI 
What feeling? 

KEVIN 
He's the one. 

KORI 
Yeah we'll see if he doesn't come thru 
everything both our grandparents built 
will be- 

KEVIN 
I know I don't feel like this about 
strangers often so I know he's the one 
so give me the info. 

Kori hands Kevin a folded sheet of paper and a book bag. 

KORI 
I hope so. 

EXT. OUTSIDE BRANDON HOUSE- EVENING 

Brandon pulls into his yard sitting on the front patio Zay 
seems a bit shaken. Urges him to take the conversation 
inside. 

ZAY 
Yo B where you been? I been calling 
your phone. 

BRANDON 
With my mom why whats up? 

ZAY 
Have you seen Dontae and Shod. 

BRANDON 
Nah. 
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ZAY 
Bro lets go inside. 

BRANDON 
Whats wrong Zay? 

ZAY 
I'll tell you when we get inside. 

BRANDON 
Ight. 

INT. BRANDON HOUSE- 

Now inside Brandon's house Zay tells him Dontae and Shod have 
been missing since that day. 

BRANDON 
Whats good fam? 

ZAY 
I think those terrorist got them. 

BRANDON 
Got who? 

ZAY 
Dontae and Shod... They kidnapped 
them. 

BRANDON 
Kidnapped them? 

ZAY 
The mourning after the shoot out I 
went to Shod house he wasn't there I 
went to Dontae house bro wasn't there. 
Hit they'er phones no answer. I think 
the terrorist got them. 

BRANDON 
Terrorist? What about Shod's girl 
house they always chillin over there. 

ZAY 
They not over there I went. 

BRANDON 
You walked? 
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ZAY 
Yeah. Fam I think some super secretive 
shit going on. 

BRANDON 
Like what? 

ZAY 
Government type shit. 

BRANDON 
You talked to Kevin? 

ZAY 
Nah. 

BRANDON 
He came to my crib this mourning. 

ZAY 
Shit bro what the hell is going on? 

BRANDON 
I don't know this shit got me fucked 
up. 

ZAY 
So what he talking about? 

BRANDON 
He told me we gotta stay on our p's 
cause them people looking for us? 

ZAY 
This shit not right we robbed fam and 
he not mad? He trying to set us up. 

BRANDON 
I think so too 

Brandon receives a text message from Kevin asking to meet at 
his house where the shoot out occurred. 

BRANDON 
Kevin just text me. 

ZAY 
What he said. 
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BRANDON 
He wants me to come too his house. 

ZAY 
You really bout to do this? 

BRANDON 
Zay his people threaten my moms. I 
can't let them touch my mom. I don't 
have a choice. This shit bigger than 
us. 

ZAY 
Well I'm coming B I can't let nothing 
happen to you. 

BRANDON 
Lets go then. 

INT. APARTMENT- AFTERNOON 

Kori surprises General Collins in his apartment. They discuss 
his time training and working with Brandon and why he was 
suddenly discharged from the military after becoming a Army 
Ranger. 
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GENERAL COLLINS 
I told you stop breaking into my 
apartment. 

KORI 
What are you talking about I have a 
key? 

Flashes a Key. 

GENERAL COLLINS 
How'd you get.... What did you do? 

KORI 
Don't stress she's at that Chinese 
spot you like. 

GENERAL COLLINS 
What do you want? 
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KORI 
Brandon Harris you were his sergeant 
when he join the army rangers. 

GENERAL COLLINS 
How do you know Brandon Harris? 

KORI 
Not your concern. 

GENERAL COLLINS 
I can't tell you anything about him. 

KORI 
So were playing games now? 

GENERAL COLLINS 
Your the one that broke into my house 
before I tell you what you want I need 
to know why your asking about Brandon? 

KORI 
He's doing some work for me. 

GENERAL COLLINS 
What kind of work? 

KORI 
You know I can't tell you that. Your 
running out of time ole girl should be 
back soon. 

GENERAL COLLINS 
No your running out of time I can't 
tell you anything about Brandon Harris 

Kori sits back on the couch and starts to take her shoes off. 

GENERAL COLLINS 
What are you doing? 

KORI 
I wonder if shes the jealous type. 
Does she know about me and you. 

GENERAL COLLINS 
What? 
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KORI 
We'er in love you told me you would 
leave her for me don't you remember? 

GENERAL COLLINS 
Kori stop playing 

KORI 
Tell me what I want to know. Why was 
he discharged from the army? 

GENERAL COLLINS 
Your so fucking annoying I only know a 
little but me tell you that info could 
cost my 

KORI 
That'll do. 

INT. KEVIN HOUSE. NIGHT 

A few hours later Brandon and Zay meet with Kevin at his 
house to go over what Brandon needs to do and to get more 
information out of him. 

KEVIN 
Ahh glad to see your in good health? 

Zay pulls out a gun and points it at Kevin. 

ZAY 
Shod and Dontae were they at? 

KEVIN 
Who? 

BRANDON 
The two guys that was with us we can't 
find them. 

KEVIN 
I don't know shit about that, I should 
be the one pointing the gun you mfs 
robbed me. 
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ZAY 
I should- 

BRANDON 
Zay chill. 

ZAY 
This niggah know where they at I know 
he do. 

KEVIN 
If I did I wouldn't tell you. 

Zay lunges at Kevin but Brandon stops him before he can do 
anything. 

BRANDON 
I said chill he don't know nothing. 

KEVIN 
Why'd you bring him anyways? I thought 
you wanted to keep him out of this. 

ZAY 
Out of what? 

Silence. 

ZAY 
B Out of what? 

BRANDON 
Kevin wants me to take care of 
something for him I don't want to get 
you involved. 

ZAY 
B this nigga is trying to set you up. 

BRANDON 
He might be but I can't let nothing 
happen to my mom and I'm the one who 
killed dude so this my problem not 
yours. 

ZAY 
We family whatever b you already know 
what ever you on I'm down. 

BRANDON 
I know fam but not this. 
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KEVIN 
Not to interrupt but the store closes 
in about 15 minutes. 

ZAY 
B don't do this. 

BRANDON 
I gotchu fam. 

KEVIN 
When your done leave this bag and 
folder in the office. 

BRANDON 
Ok. Zay I'll be back in a little. 

ZAY 
B? 

Brandon leaves. 

INT. KEVIN HOUSE. CONT'D 

Back at Kevin's house Zay and him talk about Brandon. Kevin 
receives a call from Kori and she tells him what she learn 
from the General. 

KEVIN 
So you gone take a seat or stand up 
the whole time? 

ZAY 
I don't trust you bitch. 

KEVIN 
Cool with me. 

Kevin receives a call from Kori. 
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KEVIN 
Hello 

Cut to Kori 

KORI 
I just finished talking to Collins. 
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Has Brandon come by yet. 

KEVIN 
Yeah he just left what did Billy say? 

KORI 
He said a lot I'm still trying to wrap 
my head around it. 

KEVIN 
What are you saying? 

KORI 
He wasn't an army ranger. That was a 
cover up. He was a genie pig for a 
program which broke his mental state 
in half. 

KEVIN 
Huh? He seems pretty normal to me. 

KORI 
Your so fucking stupid he has split 
personality disorder which was caused 
by the special training he got. 

KEVIN 
What does that mean for us? 

KORI 
Collins witness his other half once. 
Brandon wiped out an entire compound 
full of terrorist. 
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KEVIN 
Perfect so he's a killing machine? 

KORI 
That's not it Kev he killed the women 
and children that were in the 
compound. Kev he said it was one of 
the most horrific scene's he had ever 
seen. I think we might have just given 
the devil free rein. 

KEVIN 
Well shit. 

KORI 
I'm heading over now. 

KEVIN 
Alright we'll talk more when you get 
here. 

Both Kevin and Kori discard the flip phones. 

ZAY 
What was that about? 

KEVIN 
How much do you know about your 
friend? 

INT. GROCERY STORE- NIGHT 

Brandon enters the grocery store he walks around taking 
mental photos of the family who runs the store. He grabs some 
snacks and goes to the check out when he realizes an old 
woman at the register. The men from the shootout recognizes 
Brandon and begins to close the grocery store. A group of men 
close in on Brandon suddenly he is hit from behind. 

INT. GROCERY STORE- NIGHT 

In a flash the the grocery store is suddenly empty and 
Brandon is alone in the store. Brandon begins to mumble to 
himself and his tone begins to get louder and louder until 
he's screaming at the top of his lungs. 
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BRANDON 
No, not again, not again, not again. 
Let me out! No, no, no, no let me out 
let me out!!!!!!!!! 

A cut to Kevin talking to Zay after sending Brandon to the 
grocery store to kill the remaining terrorist . Zay tells 
Kevin that Brandon was in the military and when he came back 
home he was different. 

ZAY 
What do you mean how much do I know 
him that's my brother. 

KEVIN 
What about his time in the military 
did he seem different to you at all? 

ZAY 
Different? if you saw what he saw you 
would be different too. Whats this all 
about? 
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KEVIN 
We both bout to find out. 

INT. GROCERY STORE- 

Back at the grocery store Brandon has gone berserk and is 
easily killing the members of the terrorist group with no 
remorse. His whole body language and demeanor is different 
he's a completely different person smiling and having a good 
time. 

Cut back to Kevin's house Kori is there now they all decide 
to head towards the grocery store. 

KORI 
Lets go the store. Who's this? 

KEVIN 
Ahh nobody important. 

ZAY 
I'm coming too. 
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KEVIN 
Nah you stay here. 

INT. GROCERY STORE- 

Inside the store it's a bloodbath Kevin, and Kori breaks into 
the store shock at the bloody scene they find Brandon sitting 
by the freezer with his head in his lap covered in blood they 
get him up and they leave the store as the cops and the clean 
up crew walk through the door ignoring them. 

Fade out. 

INT. DARK BASEMENT. UNKNOWN 

Inside a dark wet basement two men are chained too pipes 
hanging from the ceiling. As the camera gets closer to 
they're face its Brandon's two friends Dontae and Shod both 
men look beaten and bloody, a dark figure walks down the 
stairs its General Collins. 

INT. KEVIN HOUSE. UNKNOWN 

Brandon is chained to a bed down in Kevin's basement as kori 
and Kevin discuss there next move. 

KEVIN 
We found him I can't believe we 
actually found him. Who would of 
thought he would be in the projects 
hiding out. 

KORI 
Yeah but what do we do now? 

Before Kevin can answer Zay burst through the door. 

ZAY 
What the hell are you guys doing down 
here. 

KORI 
I thought you said he left? 
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KEVIN 
Ugh I thought he did. 

ZAY 
Why is he chained up? 

KEVIN 
I thought I told you to leave. 

Zay pulls out a gun. 

ZAY 
Unlock the chains? 

KEVIN 
Now Zay thats your name right? I think 
your overreacting a little? 

ZAY 
Unlock the chains I'm not gonna ask 
again? 

INT. BRANDON'S DREAM. UNKNOWN 

Inside Brandon's dream world he awakes in the same chair from 
the night before but the chains are unlocked he gets up and 
looks outside the empty office building window theirs nothing 
but clouds he turns around and the giant is standing right 
behind him he is startled at first but he realizes who and 
what it is. 

BRANDON 
What the hell did you do? 
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BRANDON GIANT 
Me? you mean what did we do? 

BRANDON 
Let me out of here. 

BRANDON GIANT 
Brandon I can't believe you still 
fighting your own power I have no 
control over this world this is all 
you just accept it you won't get out 
of this situation without me. 

BRANDON 
So this is all me? I wasn't the one 
who killed innocent people that was 
you. 

BRANDON GIANT 
We had so much fun. 

BRANDON starts to smile back at the giant. As flashes of the 
massacre the giant caused in the war display on the window 

BRANDON GIANT 
I think its time we become one and get 
back at the people who made us like 
this. 

BRANDON 
No more innocent people. 

BRANDON GIANT 
Whatever you want. 

Back in Kevin's basement not paying attention to Brandon as 
he starts to wake up and transform. He breaks out of the 
chains and jumps through the roof leaving a massive hole 
through the hole. 
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KORI 
Hey idiots? 

KEVIN 
Holy shit 

ZAY 
Brandon? 

Fade to black THE END OF CHAPTER 1. 


